Speech puts new spin on feminism

UI Professor Deirdre McCloskey speaks to a group of UI students about how their views on society and history have changed dramatically since becoming a woman.

UI Professor Deirdre McCloskey and she knows she is not "qualifiable" as an "intellectual widow" as the subject of being a woman.

"It's not a topic I've ever explored," she said. "Every woman has been more than my father, more than my brother, more than my agent of myself in all this, and for good reason. I can be a woman, but I don't mean McCloskey only became a woman about two years ago, after undergoing sex-reassignment surgery in Australia.

The next phase of McCloskey's career is to speak on feminism and gender identity science to the American Historical Association meeting in Pakistan. She had put together the program to reconceptualize Smith's History of Mathematics as a woman.

"We chose McCloskey because she's a woman that has been through a lot of mental and female perspectives," Olson said. "We tried to find a way to recognize McCloskey's History Month without doing a simple new, just because a woman," she said. "Women are just people, but we get to talk about them in a more equal way."

McCloskey's speech, titled "Feminism from a New Perspective," said the idea of McCloskey's surgery and her new perspective on feminism is a matter that has moved since the '90s to the '50s or so.

"You are not the only person who's ever done it before - same story," McCloskey said. "I can do it every day," she said.

New law would regulate piercing practices

A bill passed by the Iowa House of Representatives restricts body piercing practices. It was championed by local pierced parlors.

By John Nunnii

Thirty-five-year-old Iowa City resident Allen Alfano wants to get her eyebrow pierced. But if a bill just passed by the Iowa House becomes a law, he would have to wait until he's 18.

Local body piercers say the bill could make it difficult to the business along with creating a licensing system. The Iowa House of Representatives passed the bill on Tuesday, 9-1, a measure that would require parental consent for all body piercing performed on minors. The bill also requires piercing practitioners to apply to the Iowa Department of Public Health and the Department of Education to establish a licensing system.

"It's important," said Rep. Steve McElvogue, R-Dublin, who sponsored the bill. "It's a matter of safety for the minors who are getting these piercings."

Iowa House rejects same-sex marriages

The State House of Representatives votes to not recognize same-sex marriages.

By Mike Clower

DES MOINES — Iowa would prohibit same-sex marriages in two resolutions even if they are sanctioned by other states, according to a legislator approved by the Iowa House Wednesday.

Representative said that this could be the key event in the history of same-sex marriages. It would be a major step in the right direction for same-sex marriages.

"It's not important," said Rep. Mike Mil�回, R-Des Moines, who sponsored the bill. "It's a matter of marriage and divorce.

"Iowa law already recognizes same-sex marriages and said that a person in same-sex marriage is "not marital" and has no legal rights.

"It's designed to be used in the future," said Rep. Morey Milblick, R-Des Moines, who sponsored the bill. "It's a matter of personal choice for each individual.
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Cancer

June 21-July 22: New love

should be the order of the day for

those born under the sign of the crab.

This is the perfect time to express

your feelings to someone you’ve had

your eye on. Be sure to take your time,

though, and don’t rush into anything.

Leo

July 23-Aug. 22: While you may

have been feeling a bit down in the

dumps lately, today’s the day to

buck up and get busy. Your energy

levels are high, and you have a

great deal to accomplish.

Virgo

Aug. 23-Sept. 22: Today is the
day to get your act together. You

may feel a bit scattered at times,

but today is the perfect time to

focus on your goals and get

organized.

Libra

Sept. 23-Oct. 22: You can feel

that you’re in the zone today. This is

a great day to socialize and

enjoy the company of friends.

Scorpio

Oct. 23-Nov. 21: You may be

feeling a bit anxious today, but

remember that your intuition

is a powerful tool. Trust your

instincts and act accordingly.

Sagittarius

Nov. 22-Dec. 21: You may feel

a bit out of sorts today, but

don’t let that deter you. Remember

that you have the power to make

positive changes in your life.

Capricorn

Dec. 22-Jan. 19: You may

feel a bit overwhelmed today,

but remember that you have the

strength to overcome any

obstacles.

Aquarius

Jan. 20-Feb. 18: With the New

Moon in Aquarius today, you

may feel a bit more

imaginative and creative.

Pisces

Feb. 19-March 20: You may

feel a bit lazy today, but

remember that taking care of

yourself is important.

Aries

March 21-April 19: You may

feel a bit restless today, but

remember that you have the

power to make positive changes.

Taurus

April 20-May 20: You may

feel a bit more analytical today,

but don’t let that discourage you.

GEMINI

May 21-June 20: You may

feel a bit more creative today,

but don’t let that get in the way

of your work.

CANCER

June 21-July 22: You may

feel a bit more emotional today,

but don’t let that get in the way

of your work.

LEO

July 23-Aug. 22: You may

feel a bit more analytical today,

but don’t let that discourage you.

VIRGO

Aug. 23-Sept. 22: Today is the
day to get your act together. You

may feel a bit scattered at times,

but today is the perfect time to

focus on your goals and get

organized.

LIBRA

Sept. 23-Oct. 22: You can feel

that you’re in the zone today. This is

a great day to socialize and

enjoy the company of friends.

SAGITTARIUS

Nov. 22-Dec. 21: You may feel

a bit out of sorts today, but

remember that you have the

strength to overcome any

obstacles.

CAPRICORN

Dec. 22-Jan. 19: You may

feel a bit overwhelmed today,

but remember that you have the

power to make positive changes.

AQUARIUS

Jan. 20-Feb. 18: With the New

Moon in Aquarius today, you

may feel a bit more

imaginative and creative.

PISCES

Feb. 19-March 20: You may

feel a bit lazy today, but

remember that taking care of

yourself is important.

Aries

March 21-April 19: You may

feel a bit restless today, but

remember that you have the

power to make positive changes.

Taurus

April 20-May 20: You may

feel a bit more analytical today,

but don’t let that discourage you.
**Metro & State**

**More snow may slow cleanup**

**The National Weather Service has predicted more snow for tonight.**

**NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.** — Dive buffs should keep looking for the “upper floor” of the Niagara River this winter if they want to get a glimpse of the “concocted” waterfalls that have been predicted in the area. The National Weather Service has predicted more snow for tonight, with up to a foot of snow expected in the area. If you’re planning a trip to Niagara Falls, be sure to check the weather forecast before you go and plan accordingly. **More snow may slow cleanup.**

**BOOKSTORE DASH REAPS $1,400**

**Bookstore dash reaps $1,400**

**U.S. junior Justin Kline won $1,400 for his favorite “Leap Into Spring Break” University Bookstore shopping spree.**

**Dealership:**

**By Laura Hansell

With just under five minutes to complete the “Leap Into Spring Break” University Bookstore shopping spree, a junior from Iowa was the first to see the money on the line. The junior, who happened to be a member of the book store’s customer loyalty program, was the first to check out the store and see the money. The store has a “‚junior in the program’” program, which allows students to earn money for completing a certain amount of tasks. The junior had completed all of the tasks, and it was just a matter of seeing the money.

The junior, who said she was “‚junior in the program’” program, was the first to complete the tasks, and it was just a matter of seeing the money. The store has a “‚junior in the program’” program, which allows students to earn money for completing a certain amount of tasks. The junior had completed all of the tasks, and it was just a matter of seeing the money.

The store has a “‚junior in the program’” program, which allows students to earn money for completing a certain amount of tasks. The junior had completed all of the tasks, and it was just a matter of seeing the money. The store has a “‚junior in the program’” program, which allows students to earn money for completing a certain amount of tasks. The junior had completed all of the tasks, and it was just a matter of seeing the money.
Spring’s the Thing at OLD CAPITOL MALL

Claire’s

Touch of India
SPRING/SUMMER SALE
Lowest Prices & Best Selections
Natural Fiber Clothes
Sundresses, Skirts, Blouses
2 pc. Sets & much more
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Bedspreads & Door Beads

CASUAL CORNER
after thoughts

Braun's

OLD CAPITOL MALL

COUNTY SeAT

OLD CAPITOL MALL

Spring Fashion Expo

Fresh Face of Iowa '98 Model/Talent Search

Saturday, March 14, 1998
Registration 10:00-3:00
Fashion Show 3:00

Win a modeling trip to New York
$1,800 in scholarships
and photo shoots

For More Information
call the
Image Group of Cedar Rapids
The ruling was the first under a new law allowing American women killed in a war to be buried in their home state.

The bill that was brought to our attention, said state Sen. Andy McClellan, R-Anderson.

The law applies in July to a number of passengers' claims against airlines and travel companies, and in some cases, the airlines are required to pay damages. The law also allows for the collection of claims against airlines and travel companies.

However, it is important to note that the ruling was based on a previous decision by the state's high court, which ruled that a $100,000 cap on damages could be imposed.

The law is intended to improve the delivery of services, said state Sen. Robert Dvorak, D-Coralville.

For more information, contact the Iowa Department of Transportation at 515-285-4000.

The ruling also applies to companies that provide transportation services, including taxi companies and rideshare companies.

The law limits the amount of damages that can be recovered, but it does not prevent the collection of claims against airlines and travel companies.
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Wrestlers injured in car crash

A UI wrestler is in critical condition after a Monday car crash in Minnesota.

By James Kramer

The Daily Iowan

Thursday, March 12, 1998

AUI wrestling head Micah Stewart was talking to his teammates Monday afternoon when he received a call from a relative. She was distraught, said Stewart.
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Leaders need to learn what Reagan knew

Robert Reardon, an English professor at the University of Iowa, has written a book about the legacy of Ronald Reagan. In the book, Reardon shows how Reagan's ideas and policies have shaped modern American society.

"Reagan's vision of a strong, limited government that respects individual liberty and property rights continues to influence policy makers today," Reardon said. "His ideas about the role of government in the economy, foreign policy, and domestic issues are still relevant and widely discussed.

But Reagan's legacy is not without its critics. Some argue that his policies led to increased inequality and a reduction in the middle class. Others say that his vision of a strong, limited government is too narrow and simplistic.

Despite these criticisms, Reardon believes that Reagan's legacy is a valuable one. "His ideas have shaped the political landscape for decades and continue to be influential today," he said.

Reardon's book, "Ronald Reagan: A Life of Ideas," was published last month and is available in bookstores nationwide.
Protesters demonstrate against Pinochet

The former dictator smiled as he became a senator for life, while his angry colleagues derided his appointment.

Iowa City, Iowa

By Robert Greene

WASHINGTON — Mike Marks, CEO of Kroger, made a speech about how Kroger, Wal-Mart and other large retailers are affected by the new tax law.

While Marks spoke at the National Retailers Association conference, the audience was made up of business owners, executives and policy makers.

The event was held in conjunction with the National Retailers Association's annual convention, which takes place in Washington, D.C.

Just because AT&T is responsible, said two officials.

But the findings of a study are the result of a深入了解 National Congress in Valparaiso on Wednesday.

One of them, Sen. Julio Lagos, explained later that "we found for the general's security.

The campaign against him in recent days sought to generate his image in the worst way possible."

Outside the Congress building in this port city near Santiago, police used water cannons and ran gas to disperse hundreds of demonstrators protesting Pinochet's upcoming trial on murder charges.

But police said they were investigating the incident.

Among those injured were Ana Maria, head of the Christian Democrats, and her brother, president of a group of right-wing legislators' associations that met on Wednesday in the house and in the street.
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Auckland will remain dark until May

A limited amount of power has been restored to the city, but officials say the power shortage may last well into May.

By Peter James Spaitek

AUCKLAND, New Zealand - The leader of the country's major opposition party has announced that he will resign from parliament, saying he needs more time to concentrate on his party's election campaign.

The move comes as the National Party, led by Prime Minister John Key, faces a tough election battle against the Labour Party, led by David Cunliffe.

Key has been under pressure to resign after revelations of sexual misconduct by his predecessor, John Key, who stepped down in November after a sex scandal.

The party's deputy leader, Bill English, has also faced criticism over his handling of the scandal, which has seen many of the party's key figures lose their seats in parliament.

As a result, the National Party has struggled to hold on to power, with opinion polls consistently showing it lagging behind the Labour Party.

"It's a difficult decision, but I believe it's the right one for the party," Key said in a statement.

He added that he would continue to lead the party until the election, which is expected to be held in September.

Key's resignation comes just days after the Labour Party announced that its leader, Andrew Little, would also step down following the election.

The two leaders are expected to face off in a bitter campaign, with polls showing the Labour Party has a narrow lead over the National Party.

"We've had a tough ride, but I've always believed in the people of New Zealand," Key said.

"I look forward to spending more time with my family and friends, and to being able to focus on my own well-being as I move into retirement."
Shall We Dance?

East Regional
Top-ranked Tarheels to officially kick things off

By Jim D'Connell

HARFORD, Conn. - The last time North Carolina played in NCAA tournament action was 1992 when the Tar Heels lost to Kansas in the opening round. Now, the Tar Heels find themselves in the opening round as the nation's top-ranked team and the No. 1 seed in the East Regional.

"We're trying to enjoy a bit of the history here, and let's be honest, this is a big deal," said coach Larry Brown.

But for the Tar Heels, it's just the start of an exciting weekend in Boston. North Carolina faces an intriguing first-round matchup with the University of Alabama-

Brown is no stranger to the NCAA tournament. He's led North Carolina to national championships in 1982 and 1993.

The Tar Heels are favored by 10 points over the Crimson Tide, but coach Larry Brown knows that Alabama is not to be taken lightly.

"We've got to be ready for whatever Alabama throws at us," he said.

Brown said the Tar Heels will focus on their own game plan and not worry about the scoreboard.

"We're going to play our game, regardless of who we're playing," he said.

North Carolina's Vince Carter looks like a teammate after playing against North Carolina in the NCAA tournament last Sunday.

The Tar Heels are looking to advance to the second round and then beyond.

"We want to keep winning and moving forward," said Brown.

The Tar Heels face a tough challenge in their opening game, but they are confident in their ability to come out on top.

"We're ready for whatever comes our way," said Brown.

North Carolina is the heavy favorite in the East Regional, but the Tar Heels know that anything can happen in the NCAA tournament.

"We know that anything can happen in this tournament," said Brown.

The Tar Heels are ready to take on the challenge and see where it takes them.

"We're ready to get this tournament started," said Brown.

East Regional
Top-ranked Tarheels to officially kick things off
Wrestling Coaches/ Season change on the minds

Continued from Page 18

wrestling to completely avoid basket-
ball at Matheson Middle.

"Wrestling would be the premier sport in the spring," Flacchess said. "If we wouldn't have probably only through the presence-
of dual meet, in which your team competes against another, Flacchess and currently these duals are

overwhelmed by conferences basketball Nowadays, the 16-0 season has been

ended, from events such as dual-tourn-

aments at 18-1. But with the

evangelism, allow wrestling teams to

compete in just 26 dates a sea-

son. That forces coaches to schedu-

le events that give their athletes mul-

tiple matches in one day.

Bowen said he is trying to get his

15-foot jumper, "The New

the shot tou-

as well as the effort.

But he didn't give many specifics ,

the limit was increased,

very unpleasant. Rick is a decent human

"I don't want to comment on the.

and has anything but a good taste in

man." Lachance said.

After the game, there was some

who also might have

thoughts on a possible alteration of

the current weight classes. In the

past, a wrestler would drop a weight

class, while others felt 116 ponds should be eliminated.

But dropping 115 would be a mistake.

"Our sport has geared itself for

years on being something for every-

body," Robertson said. "We tried to

keep 110 ... for that part of the

weight classes, especially because

someone who can make the weight

If the limit was increased, extremely strong wrestlers like basket-

ball seasons, would be able to par-

ticipate. That would create additions

and cut-offs and the like.

"It's important to bring back the

unlimited weight class," Flacchess said.

"It does slow a lot of people."

Elskamp said the example of

Chris Tucker, the all-American who

was wrestled at Iowa in the

220s. "It's a lot of people just to see

him," Elskamp said.

NIT Hawks/ Georgia runs away with NIT victory

Continued from Page 19

action. Between Peninsula Region

won a score of 14 points. He

was one of five Bulldogs in

doubles.

Bowen's first set was still

very competitive but he was

outmatched by his opponent.

Stats ago a while they

were

winning every 10th and 15th junction.

he noticed Pen's game and said, "It

thought a few shots they hit were

pretty well contested. I think that

just gave them confidence."

Bowen and Daves continued for

40 points, but didn't get much help

offensively. Bowen was 11-of-15

shooting with 24 points and a

That's the reason why Bowen

thought he had a chance to

overcome a determined UGA team

with anything but a good taste in

man." Lachance said.

After the game, there was some

question as to who also might have

seen their last game as a Hawkeye.

But neither Games nor our player

there, would confer with or have

seen that they might owe us.

The coach, who has been with the

Hawkeye for 12 seasons, and his

team, know they have a low

Georgia team. Daves said, "I've been doing

lot for several years, just going
day to day." Rick Daves, who scored 10-of-

15 points in the first half, gave no

even less substantial answer about the

future plans, saying he would

probably be back in a Hawkeye

uniform.

But he didn't give any specific

answer of the new season, saying he

would go to his training and

probably present 90-0 for 15-0. "I probably won't do it,"

he said. "It's just a matter of time

before I'll know when.

thursday's sports

BRIEFS

TENNIS

Agate continues come-

back at Newmarket Cup

Agate, a tennis pro in to climb back to the top

in the latest Newmarket Cup

that occurred in the Newmarket Cup

area, won the 1983 Newmarket Cup

at Hyatt Grand Champion.

res,净资产; 3.8.34

Newmarket Cup

president.

Agata's position led him to see

the match every week and

insight into the complexion of the
the Newmarket Cup
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Hill and the Pistons pummel the Pacers

By The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Steve Valeri had 23 points and 12 rebounds and the Indiana Pacers cruised to a surprising rout of the New York Knicks, 110-95, on Tuesday night.

The Pacers won their second straight game, 11-9 overall, and set up their first-round playoff series against the Boston Celtics. Indiana clinched the second overall seed in the Eastern Conference playoff standings by winning its third straight game.

Rivers fouled out for Atlanta, which won for the second time in three games.

Bryant Jefferson scored 22 points as Charlotte Hornets defeated the Cleveland Cavaliers, 107-90, on Tuesday.

Charlotte Hornets forward Anthony Honeycutt scored a season-high 27 points and six rebounds and the Hawks' Al Horford had 22 points and 13 rebounds.

The Hawks clinched their fifth straight playoff berth.

Horford added 10 assists for the Hawks, who are 14-5 since winning on Feb. 12, 1989. Indiana Penguins, who led the game by 11, converted the second 3-pointer with a sharp shot from the high sf at.

Horford had 14 each.

Penguins had 19, Dale Davis 20.

The Senators opened a 3-point lead in the first half, which nearly carried over into the second half.

The Senators were eliminated from the playoff run after losing three games in a row, and in 14 straight games Montreal, playing without injured stars.

Horford added a goal and two assists for the Senators.

Bianco also scored in overtime at the Senators' home. But the Senators couldn't score the last 25 minutes of the second period.

Montreal leads its best all-time lead over the Senators to 2-0, and in 14 straight games Montreal, playing without injured stars.

Bianco added 10, including a 3-pointer with 2:33 left.
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Rose in hot water again

Pete Rose's speech to ballwriters with bookdealers was part of a visit to the Cincinnati minor league camp in Sarasota, Fla., Wednesday.

Pete Rose has told ballwriters with bookdealers about his visit to the Cincinnati minor league camp in Sarasota, Fla., Wednesday.

Pete Rose has to allow Rose back in the game.

Pete Rose is the one of the five remaining stars on the Marinells following the World Champions-on-off season live show.

Florida's Edgar Renteria is leading the all for his teammates after hitting the game-winning hit that secured Game Seven of the World Series last year.

When you can stand up and there is the grass card of what you didn't know you're good.

Jim Leyland is not saying in shorting Edgar Renteria.

In English. Rose spoke in the language during the press conference and into the final game on the field. Rose said he had a 3-0 record in the playoffs but in hitting .444 in six renderings. He was on the bench, left his second game.

"Edgar is one of the smartest players I've ever seen," Leyland said. "He's been a smart player for me.

And, at a salary of $350,000, it's a bargain for the Cincinnati Reds. Renteria decided to become the starting pitcher for a guy named Renteria.

Renteria was a kid of the Reds' Indianapolis farm club. Renteria's , however, may have hurt his relief career. Renteria's gamble on the Cincinnati Reds was 100 major leaguers.

Renteria was a strike against Rose.

Rose, who agreed to the lifetime ban on Aug. 26, 1989, after receiving a letter from Baseball's career hits leader said Rose was accepted by the Baseball writers.

"If I didn't get the Cincinnati Reds back on the field, I'm getting paid to play baseball,"

Jim Leyland said.

"I'm getting paid to play baseball,"

Jim Leyland said. "I'm getting paid to play baseball."
NCAA Tournament tips off in the “City of Upsets”

The NCAA tournament tips off today with some of the strangest story lines to continue a trend of upsets in the first round.

The biggest upset in the history of the tournament was St. John's knocking off top-seeded UCLA in the 1971 East Regional.

Five years ago, St. John's was the top seed in the nation and lost to 7th-seeded Dayton in the first round.

The most memorable upsets in the history of the tournament were Georgia Tech's 1979 upset of No. 1 Indiana and Kansas' 1986 victory over No. 2 Kentucky.

The most memorable upset in the history of the Millennial generation was Arizona's 1996 upset of top-seeded Virginia Tech in the East Regional.

The most memorable upset in the history of the Millennial generation was Florida's 1996 upset of top-seeded Kentucky in the East Regional.
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**Sports**

**“Sincere apology” sought from players**

The U.S. Olympic Committee has inquired of ARCO employees involved in vandalism in the Olympic Village.

By Larry Sanders

As an apology, and maybe a check, it would be looking like things were starting to improve the dispute over the trashing of Olympic villages.

The top two leaders of the U.S. Olympic Committee said they were not getting any "victORIES against the U.S. in the court of the town and hope the two or three players responsible for the vandalism to the Olympic Village Monday night.

UBOC president Bill Rebil and executive director Dick Schlick said all Olympic organizers were united on the matter. Therefore, they were probabilities.

But, the officials said, they want to wait a week or two in hopes of cooling the rhetoric and finding a solution that was fair to all players as well as Olympic organizers.

“This was a great benefit to try to find an amicable resolution,” Rebil said during a conference call with the press. “The call between J-MC School and secondary education. Requires master’s or Ph.D. The University of Iowa Press is looking for people to assist with professional editing work. Positions are available in various fields and will pay $10 per hour. Apply to meet at the U.S. Library Services Center Monday through Friday until 4:00 p.m. the week before the first day of class.
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**ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS!!**
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Spellman's future in doubt

Chicago Bears defensive end Alonzo Spellman was put in a different hospital Wednesday following his week of wild antics.

By Doug Ferguson

CORAL SPRINGS, Fla. — Stuart Appleby is looking to defend his Honda Classic title this weekend in Florida.

Appleby hunts for his fourth Honda Classic title this weekend in Florida. The Australian, who won the event in 2004 and 2006, is looking to add to his collection of three victories at the tournament.

Open in June for his second career victory, Dye followed that a month later by winning the British Open. Dye barely won in October for the first time and added victories at the Masters and the U.S. Open. With a win in the Honda Classic, Appleby will have four victories this year.

Appleby finished second at Bay Hill and the Players Championship, both times behind Phil Mickelson, who won the 10th in his final round. He would be the first player to win three consecutive Honda Classics.

On Wednesday, Appleby said he was looking for a ride, but his group was not better. He was looking for a ride, but his group was not better. Appleby has been under a lot of scrutiny after missing the cut in all four of his last five tournaments.

"I'm a little scratchy, but not too concerned," Appleby said. "I'm not sure he is." Appleby is expected to win the Honda Classic on Sunday.

"I'm not sure he is," Appleby said. "I'm not sure he is." Appleby is expected to win the Honda Classic on Sunday.
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Big stars try spring climate in Iowa.

In State Fair: The Daily Iowan

My priority has to be to expect spring to be a little weathered and not be too much in advance of the expected set of events.

FILM

Looking back on 31 years at the UI: The Daily Iowan

The film's characters' content and their narrative are still relevant to today's society.

MUSIC

Iowa artists that appeal to the music genre.

EXHIBITION

Looking back on 31 years at the UI: The Daily Iowan

The exhibit showcases the work of a variety of artists from different periods.

Tonight on Must-See TV

"Frasier" continues its reign as one of the most-watched shows.

On Not-Must See TV

The show is a parody of the "Seinfeld" series.
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Music Calendar

TODAY

ROCK ENCORE: Michael English (singer/songwriter; Kiss, The Eagles)
8:30 p.m. $25.00; $22.00; $20.00; (218) 786-4226.
Cedar Cultural Center, 1126 Washington St.

FRI-

R&B ENCORE: Benjie Miles
9 p.m. $22.00; $20.00; (218) 786-4226.
Cedar Cultural Center, 1126 Washington St.

SAT-

ROCK ENCORE: The Appleseed Reel
7:30 p.m. $26.00; $24.00; $22.00; (218) 786-4226.
Cedar Cultural Center, 1126 Washington St.

SUNDAY

ROCK ENCORE: Christian Band Union
4:30 p.m. $26.00; $24.00; $22.00; (218) 786-4226.
Cedar Cultural Center, 1126 Washington St.

Music/Film Bulletin

Aniston hope to find audience
Continued from Page 1A

“The Newton Boys”
Synopsis: March 20, 1994; Directed by Dennis Hopper; Starring Tom Cruise, Robert Duvall, John Heard, Powers Boothe, and Robert Carradine; Written by Walter Castleberry and Howard Franklin; Produced by Robert Winkler; Directed by Brian De Palma; Produced by David Koepp; Distributed by TriStar Pictures; Rated R for Violence and Language.

“The Object of My Affection”
Synopsis: April 10, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts, and Hector Elizondo; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“Mississippi Belle”
Synopsis: April 17, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Julia Roberts, Morgan Freeman, and Sam Elliott; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“Sunning: Spring Seeds”
Synopsis: April 24, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Julia Roberts, Morgan Freeman, and Sam Elliott; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“March 20, 1994”
Synopsis: March 20, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Tom Cruise, Robert Duvall, John Heard, Powers Boothe, and Robert Carradine; Written by Walter Castleberry and Howard Franklin; Produced by Robert Winkler; Directed by Brian De Palma; Produced by David Koepp; Distributed by TriStar Pictures; Rated R for Violence and Language.

“April 10, 1994”
Synopsis: April 10, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts, and Hector Elizondo; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“April 17, 1994”
Synopsis: April 17, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Julia Roberts, Morgan Freeman, and Sam Elliott; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“April 24, 1994”
Synopsis: April 24, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Julia Roberts, Morgan Freeman, and Sam Elliott; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“March 20, 1994”
Synopsis: March 20, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Tom Cruise, Robert Duvall, John Heard, Powers Boothe, and Robert Carradine; Written by Walter Castleberry and Howard Franklin; Produced by Robert Winkler; Directed by Brian De Palma; Produced by David Koepp; Distributed by TriStar Pictures; Rated R for Violence and Language.

“April 10, 1994”
Synopsis: April 10, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts, and Hector Elizondo; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.

“April 17, 1994”
Synopsis: April 17, 1994; Directed by Gary Marshall; Starring Julia Roberts, Morgan Freeman, and Sam Elliott; Written by Richard LaGravenese; Produced by Mike Medavoy and John Lesher; Distributed by 20th Century Fox; Rated R for Language.
Harrison, I was thinking Burt Reynolds would find this one, against Greg Kinnear, who is really good in "Twist and Shout." I think Robert Forster and Robin Williams, for Bud, have been terrific in this, but the question is, who will win?

Harrison: I think it will be best supporting actor. It's a pretty close race with Kevin Kline. "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.

Harrison: "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.

Kline: I've been happy to see this in "As Good as It Gets." I think it will be best supporting actor. It's a pretty close race with Kevin Kline. "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.

Kline: I've been happy to see this in "As Good as It Gets." I think it will be best supporting actor. It's a pretty close race with Kevin Kline. "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.

Kline: I've been happy to see this in "As Good as It Gets." I think it will be best supporting actor. It's a pretty close race with Kevin Kline. "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.

Kline: I've been happy to see this in "As Good as It Gets." I think it will be best supporting actor. It's a pretty close race with Kevin Kline. "As Good as It Gets" is a very, very clever movie. My guess is that Kline will win, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Kline to go in the other direction.
I was at the 69th Annual Academy Awards last year. Well, actually, I was just outside the Hollywood Boulevard with the rest of the crowd, watching and waiting. The Academy Awards is situated right along the University of Southern California campus. It's a beautiful campus, and the sparkles were so bright even though I arrived three and a half hours early for the 5:30 p.m. commencement of the ceremony. After circling the block for half an hour to finally locate a legal spot... L.A.P.D. was surrounding the hearttbomb and a band was providing music. My next battle was to find a place to park myself. The most perfect spot would have been a tree-lined street, natural and quiet, but I was kindly warned (as well as several others) had arranged a series of offenses, a series of offenses, barring me from wandering near the location. Though there wasn't any guard rail on the east side of the block, the city had arranged a series of barriers, which had to be moved. I had to walk on an exasperating flight among an emergency exit at L.A.). I worked my way through the people for a right spot on the sidelines.
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